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CREATING THE DEFENSIVE EDGE 	 GEORGE KINGSTON 

INTRODUCTIONNIEWPOINT 

Individual technique/tactics and team tactics in the modern game of ice 
hockey must be based upon attacking an opponent with Smart-Aggressive 
defensive play to create "the defensive edge". 

Smart-Aggressive defensive play should be used to force an opponent to 
be on their heels in a reactive frame of mind. One must defend by attacking with 
calculated and/or selected risk-taking to win the battle of wills. 

Smart-Aggressive defence is based upon preparation, sound execution of 
basic checking technique, proactive tactics (i.e. "Read and Act" as opposed to 
"Read and React"), use of key sport principles and, of course, very hard work. 

Initiative, Activity, Movement and Support are four key sport principles to 
be used to create the defensive edge. Combining these sport principles with 
Speed, very hard work and calculated risk-taking creates Pressure Defence. 
Alternatively, a decision may be made to use patience to set up a Contain Defence 
where aggressive defensive play is staged in an area and manner where less risk-
taking and more defensive concentration and control are achieved. The 
terminology, "Smart- Aggressive defence" results from this choice. 

Regardless of which choice is made, there is no substitute for the necessity 
of Speed - speed of movement and speed of decision-making after reading the 
game situation. Speed is the most important element of modern offensive hockey 
and the transition game, so defensive play must also be based upon speed to win 
the battle for time and space. Defensive speed of attack and action must be 
enhanced by simplicity, automatics, fluidity of role and "system play", mobility 
(interchange of responsibilities), dynamism, communication, collective tactics, 
use of the ice surface (i.e. lines, boards, geometry) and use of the four key sport 
principles. 

Although the focus of this presentation is individual and team technique 
and tactics of defensive play, it is critical to point out that the goaltender is 
obviously a key player in creating the defensive edge. Special attention must 
therefore be given to developing your goaltender and integrating him/her into 
your defensive play. 

Another important factor is your team's choices or decision-making with 
the puck. Choices which limit turnovers and transition play by an opponent 
significantly help defensive play and game result. The best defence is offence - or 
at least increased time of puck possession and control and minimized time and 
defensive play in one's own end of the ice. Choices with the puck can help this 
equation. 

Creating the defensive edge means that we coaches must sell defensive 
hockey to our players. Selling hard work, discipline, commitment, courage, pain, 
professionalism and team goals and team needs to help players play good 
defensive hockey is not an easy task for a coach. 
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Offensive hockey, on the other hand, is fun, glamorous, readily recognized 
and rewarded by fans and press, financially rewarded and glorified to the extent 
that players are encouraged to be selfish and one-dimensional. 

To create the defensive edge and to win championships in the modern 
game of hockey, sound team defence must be played. Underpinning success in 
the National Hockey League, the Olympic Games, World Championships and 
other championships is a commitment to collective defensive play. Individuals 
may be glorified in individual games; however, winning championships is solidly 
based upon commitment to team goals, team needs and teamwork. 

Orchestrating championships means selling commitment to individual and 
collective defensive play, and thereby creating the defensive edge. 

Teaching and coaching defence begins with establishing an understanding 
of the nature of the game, the objectives, the principles, sound bases for 
decision-making in a dynamic transition game and the selection of high-
percentage solutions to game situations. It progresses through teaching and 
developing individual technique and tactics for performing roles and 
responsibilities in solving game situations en route to collective technique and 
tactics for defensive play. The final stage is coaching consistent execution of 
high-percentage solutions to game situations where pride and professional 
standards are achieved in defensive play. 

SOME THEORY OF DEFENSIVE PLAY 

Objectives of Defensive Play: 

• To prevent scoring 
• To regain puck possession 
• To limit time and space of opponent puck possession 
• To force the offence to poor ice position 

Principles to Realize Obiectives of Defensive Play: 

• Defensive (or goal-side) body positioning 
• Angling to delay/deflect/steer the attack 
• Gap control (closing on opponent; pressure or contain decision-making) 
• Support to create depth, width, triangulation in defence 
• Concentration of defence (i.e. goal areaJslot area/mid-ice corridor) 
• Communication 
• Balance/restraint/control 
• Coordination of effort/teamwork 

In my view players must thoroughly understand these principles of play in 
order to successfully play defensive hockey. Basing defensive play on 
understanding the game objectives, principles and concepts underpins a player's 
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ability to make sound, speedy decisions which are high-percentage solutions to 
dynamic game situations. 

The application of principles is the basis for faster decision-making. If, for 
example, your players know that your first principle of defensive play is pressure. 
then they know that the closest man to the puck pursues and pressures the puck 
carrier while selected others pressure up to remove options of puck movement to 
other offensive players. Alternatively, if the players know that aggressive 
defensive play will be staged after concentrating the defence, then sound 
decision-making and action may be initiated according to this tactical decision. 

It is not what the coach knows, it is what the players understand and may 
successfully apply into game situations that dictates sound defensive play. 
"Either-or" decisions based upon simplicity and automatics in required action 
enhances decision-making speed with simple rules or guidelines. 

Decisions are required for: 

• The amount of pressure (pressure/contain) 
• The type of pressure (contact/non-contact) and 
• The timing and extent of risk-taking in creating pressure 

The Pressure/Contain Decision: 

In making a decision on the amount of pressure to be used in various 
defending situations, pressure should be viewed as being a continuum 

pressuret 	4patience (restraint/balance/concentration) 
(pressure checking) 	 (contain checking) 

The actual decision for pressure or contain will be based upon: 
o closeness and relation of the offensive player(s) to the: 

- mid-ice corridor 
- goal 
- slot area 

o danger of the opponent(s)' attack on goal 
o number of defenders vs the number of offensive players (support) 
o ability to close on a player... relates to a player's gap control skills 

Pressure when: 
• important to pressure 
• approaching back of player 
• player has poor puck control 
• support is available 
• opponent is isolated 

Contain when: 
o no immediate goal scoring threat 
o puck carrier is approaching 
o puck carrier has good puck control 
o no support 
o team strategy dictates 



Similarly, in making a decision on the type of pressure to be used in various 
defending situations, view the type of pressure or contact as a continuum of 
involvement: 

contactk- 	stick contact - 	 -4non-contact 
- body check 	 - poke check 	- neutralizing 
- body block check 	- stick check 	- marking 
- riding man off 	 - skewering 
- sealing 	 - controlling 
- pinning 
- blocking 

The Selected or Calculated Risk-Taking Decision  

The timing and risk-takinq decision will be determined by the: 

• coach's philosophy 
• game situation 
• available support 
• opponent strengths and weaknesses 
• own team strengths and weaknesses 

More specifically, timing means having answers to questions such as: 

• Where do you want to take your risk: in the offensive, neutral or defensive 
zones? 

• How desperate must you be? 
• How much of a risk must you take? 
• What must you do or how can you win? 

THE PRINCIPLES FORMING THE BASIS FOR SOUND INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM 
TACTICS  

1. Defensive or Goal-side Body Positioning 
Goal-side body positioning means having positioning between the puck 

carrier and goal; some cues in helping a player set up in this position are: 
• take an alignment like the goaltender playing angles; 
• protect from the inside-out alignment; 
• play from the mid-ice corridor outwards; 
• close on the player when ready or when necessary; and 
• use the appropriate amount of contact necessary. 

4 



Figure 1 	Defensive Space Protection 
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Figure 2 	Defensive Side Positioning 

2. Angling to Delay/Deflect/Steer the Attack 
Being able to assert influence on where and how the opponent's attack will 

occur can be achieved through angling the opponent in order to delay, deflect 
and steer the attack. Some points to stress in performing this tactic are: 
• delay the attack to gain support from teammates; 
• protect the mid-ice corridor by deflecting the attack towards the boards; 
• steer or force the puck carrier to an unfavourable body or ice position; 
• use triangulation towards the point of offensive attack from the defensive side 
•and inside out positioning; and 

• concentrate the defence -*mid-ice -*slot area -goal area. 
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Figure 3 	Delaying, Deflecting and Steering the Attack into the 
Corners 

3. Closing on the Player (Gap Control)  
This refers to all checking situations in terms of taking away time and 

space to assert the maximum pressure on the offensive player. Some cues for 
proper execution of the basic checking technique are: 
• quick pressure; always hurry towards the puck-carrier; 
• establish the best appropriate approach angle; 
• get body in control; 
• 	square body and skates from defensive side body positioning; 
• establish gap control or distance needed for initiation of contact or action 

involved in contain checking; 
• focus on the body; 
• use the boards as an extra teammate when angling from inside-out positioning; 
• one or two hands on stick; and 
• 	if the opponent stops, you stop to maintain defensive side positioning. 

*My presentation could really finish right here! If you can get your players to 
perform these simple things - Defensive Side Positioning/Angling/Gap Control - at 
high speed, your players are going to play good defence and perform sound 
individual defensive tactics.* 

4.  Support (To Create Width, Depth, Triangulation in Defence)  
The individual technique/tactics of Principles 1,2 and 3 is supported by the 

collective action of one, two, three, four or five other teammates in all defensive 
situations. Individual technique/tactics and collaborative technique/tactics are 
integral and interdependent Support by other players, for example, takes away 
options from a puck carrier so that the checker's responsibility is made easier. 
Sound individual technique in checking, for example, forces a puck carrier into 
only one possibility for puck and/or body movement so that the responsibility(ies) 
for the support player(s) is/are made easier. 

6 
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Puck positioning determines much of the geometry of support; the basic 
form of support, however, is triangulation. Triangulation creates both width and 
depth in support. For example: the checker is always the point of checking 
attack while at least two other players take away options for passing, pass 
receiving, or puck or body movement and complete the other points of the 
triangle. Support players use Principles 1,2 and 3 in checking players without the 
puck. In reality, when more than two support players are involved there are a 
series of triangles radiating out from the checker at the attack point of the 
"triangle" (which at times may not look much like a triangle). 

5. Concentration of Defence 
Individual and collaborative support is always concentrated to protect the 

goal area, slot area and mid-ice corridor as diagrammed in Figure 1. - Defensive 
Space Protection. 

Whereas the individual checker always establishes defensive or goal-side 
body positioning, the team equivalent is to establish a concentrated defensive 
configuration which protects these important defensive spaces. 

6. Communication 
Communication accomplishes many purposes and advantages for 

collaborative defensive play. Among these purposes, benefits and advantages 
are at least the following: 
• increased speed and. decisiveness in decision-making 
• clarification of action and responsibility(ies) 
• elimination of duplication 
• awareness of support (for example: when a checker is focused upon the puck-

carrier, the checker knows from communication where support and 
collaboration are located). "Players can play blind with communication." 

• organization of support. 
Communication is the foundation for collective and team play and 

especially for coordination of effort and team work. These eight principles of 
defensive play are inter-related and interdependent. 

7. Balance/Restraint/Control  
Smart-Aggressive Defensive Play is premised on being smart with 

aggressive play to create the defensive edge. Maintaining readiness for a variety 
of actions when the read for action is unclear or when a game situation can go 
more than one way is best handled with a position of balance. Looking through 
the attack, awaiting the outcome of doubtful situations, may dictate the initial 
action which is patient, based upon restraint, concentration of defence and 
establishing a position which has more control of a game situation. Smart reads 
and action may dictate balance, restraint and control rather than single-minded 
pursuit of aggressive action initially. Once balance and control are achieved 
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through patience and restraint, then a more aggressive action may be re-
established. Decisions about collective risk-taking, support, protection of space 
and coordination of effort are integral in maintaining defensive balance and 
control of game situations. 

8. Coordination of Effort/Teamwork 
Collective, collaborative, coordinated defensive teamwork must control the 

recurring game situations. Offensive solutions to these recurring game situations 
(one versus -; two versus -; three versus -; four versus -; and five versus one, 
two, three, four, five, six defensive players) impose different challenges for 
defensive action. Training which emphasizes high-percentage coordinated 
defensive solutions will prepare defensive players to coordinate their efforts to 
successfully solve the recurring game situations. Coordination of effort towards 
defensive teamwork may be viewed as the summation and ultimate goal for 
individual and coiiective defensive play. 

INDIVIDUAL TECHNIQUE/TACTICS 

Defending a 1 vs 1 Attack  

1. Positioning 
Some fairly basic points for head/eye, body and stick positioning are: 

• Head/eye: - scan the ice from side boards to side boards to make a 
mental map of all players from both teams in order to 
establish the game situation; example: 1 vs 1, 1 vs 2, 2 vs 2, 
2 vs 3, 3 vs 3, 3 vs 4, etc. (Wide Focus) 

-look through the attack to see what is coming in the second 
wave of attack; example: being able to recognize that the 
first player through is intending to throw a screen rather 
than attack with a straight 1 vs 1 (Wide Focus) 

-face play, head up 
-maintain spatial awareness on ice surface, being aware of 
the mid-ice corridor, diamond, lines, tops of circle and face-
off dots (Wide Focus) 
-concentrate on chest of attacker.. .body (Narrow Focus). 

• Body: 

	

	-alignment on defensive side, inside out positioning with out- 
side shoulder of defender aligning with inside shoulder of 
attacker 

-delay and deflect/steer attacker to where you want the 
person to go 
-readiness position 
-force to disadvantage with overplay 
-square up body/leg position - pin/seal/neutralize/body check, 
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poke check, check/body block, etc. ....from readiness 
position to finish of play. 

• Stick: 	-position to threaten, challenge or influence attacker/force 
attacker to poor puckhandling: passing or shooting position 
-decoy attacker, keep the elbow cocked in readiness for poke 
check 
-one hand holding the stick 
-other free hand pointing at chest as a distracter 
-"split vision" (use peripheral vision) to move stick to poke 
check puck of attacker's stick or use fake to threaten puck 
control. 

2. Closing the Gap 
The space between the defender and attacker is critical. 
Some suggestions for controlling this gap are: 

-pressure the attacker early and maintain close contact by 
closing the gap 
-adjust speed and position as necessary 
-decision time ... neutral zone/blueline dots/top of circles 
-be aware of subtleties: offensive tendencies, off-wing 
shooter, change of pace, support, etc. 
-team strategy: both defensively and offensively 
-in neutral zone it may be important to build up backward 
skating speed to meet the full speed of attack, so anticipate 
this need by skating towards the opposition prior to initiat-
ing backward skating and building up speed. This helps 
establish tighter gap control so that the defender is not 
caught flat-footed- 

3. Stick and Body Contact Decision 
Some suggestions for helping your players with this decision are: 

-the closer the attacker gets to the net, the more definite, 
necessary and automatic that body contact should occur. 
Use body block, body check and sustained contact to elim-
inate attacker and also attacker's stick from being involved 
in the play 
-when there is good team gap control, every defender can be 
more aggressive with stick and body contact when they can 
close the gap 
-when the opponents are covered 1 vs 1 and there is no one 
left unchecked, then all defenders can be more aggressive 
-prevent the re-entry of the opponent into play ... skewer/ 
seal/pin/body block/body check and maintenance of def- 
ensive side positioning on recovery. 



Defending Areas (Zones) 

1. Defending an Opponent in the Defensive Corner 
When a team plays good defensive hockey the only places open in the 
defensive zone will be the corners, side boards and behind the r7et. Good 
defensive tactics will initially concede these areas off the offensive rush but 
sound second staging of defence must occur in order to prevent the many 
goals which are initiated from the corners or behind the goal line. 

a. Positioning 
Good body and stick positioning is as follows: 
• body: 

-establish defensive side portioning between the opponent and goal 
-establish angle to force opponent either low to the areas below the 
goal line or high along boards toward blueline 

-readiness to move quickly into the corner to pressure the puck 
carrier by closing the gap and also readiness to retreat to contain 
checking while maintaining defensive body positioning; hurry to 
close the gap, establish body control and pressure or contain 

-square up; the one-foot snowplow is a big part of staying square; 
be able to check the opponent squarely rather than just making a - 
circling motion towards the attacker 

• stick: 

-one hand to force, control or threaten the attacker while being ready 
to poke check, skewer or lasso the attacker as part of a pin 

-two hands with the bottom hand in the mid-section of the attacker in 
a power position to control any roll or spin action by the attacker 

b. Closing the Gap 
To pressure or contain is the decision the individual player has to make 
all the time: 
• pressure: 

-approach quickly, square up 
-pin the attacker on the boards; the puck is the responsibility of the 
support player 
-stay on defensive side of the opponent after he/she is released from 
the pin 

-be mindful of support in front of the goal 
-always be prepared to beat the opponent back to your goal area by 
maintaining defensive side positioning 

• contain: 
-approach in control, one foot snowplow stop to square up 
-close in and play hips with two hands if opponent is facing away, or 
close and play mid-section with fist of lower hand on belly button 

-close and use one hand on stick to control or challenge with free 
hand to play chest or prevent roll or spin 

10 
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c. Special Situations 
• when a defensive player approaches an attacker who passes the 

puck: 
-if close, finish the check or stay on the defensive side of the player 
and eliminate the passer from involvement in another play 

-lf further away, turn towards the pass and play the situation like a 
2 vs 1; the solution depends upon the position of the support 
player 

• when the offensive players are cycling in the quiet zones: 
-basically the three defenders in the low defensive zone coverage 
assume three roles to defend against the cycle; pressure, support. 
and net/slot roles or positioning 
-the closest defender should pressure the puck carrier and pin him/ 
her to kill the cycle 
-if the puck carrier passes or drops the puck to a second attacker, the 
defender rides the former puck carrier from the defensive side to 
eliminate him/her from rejoining the attack via a give-and-go pass 
(i.e. ride the passer and eliminate him/her!) 
-when the second defender leaves his/her support position to 
pressure the new puck carrier on the cycle, then the first defender 
assumes a support position while marking his/her attacker (i.e. 
exchange roles) 
-typically, the third defender playing low defensive zone coverage 
will assume a net/slot position while marking the third attacker; 
he/she will assume the pressure position when necessary so that a 
three player/three role rotation will be used against the cycle 
-the net/slot player may have to move away from the net position 
in order to mark the opponent more closely and prevent direct shots 
-if a fourth attacker joins the cycle then the appropriate point-cover-
age defender will also assume responsibility in defending against 
the cycle; a fifth attacker will be covered by a fifth defender to 
establish full defensive zone movement with 1 vs 1 play with ex-
change of players if desirable for the defenders 

2. Defending An Opponent Behind the Net and Goal Line 
Some points to consider in defending this area of the rink are: 

• when the player is driving behind the net: 
-if within 1/2  stick length or less, then go with the attacker for 
pressure checking 
-if not, cut in front of net for contain checking 
-if with more speed than the attacker, then go with the attacker for 
pressure checking 

• when the offensive player if established behind the net: 
-decision is based upon the available support 
-pressure as soon as feasible 
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-closing quickly on the offensive player 
-normally the attacker will be facing along the sideboards or towards 
the sideboards, so play through them to exert sustained pressure 
while lassoing or executing a wrap-around motion with the top hand 
so that the stick is placed between the player and the boards 
-pressure through their elbow in order to force the person to face 
the boards 

-pin by placing one knee between the legs and T-push with the other 
skate and lean the upper body to the side of the body away from the 
stick lasso 
-sustain pressure until a support player picks up the puck or if no 
support, when the defender decides they can play the puck 
-always stay on the defensive side when the attacker is released 
so that the defender neutralizes the attacker by maintaining 
defensive side positioning 

• the sealing technique consists of: 
-usually executed from a backchecking position when both players 
are skating in the same direction 
-play through the player's elbow to spin them to face the glass, 
follow through to a full pin or simply rub them against the boards 
to retard their progress while the defender gains puck or defensive 
side positioning 

6. Playing an Opponent in the Point Area 
Some suggestions for defending against an opponent in the point area are: 

• onside point area: (making the play on the puck-side point man) 
-play the point from the inside towards the boards and from the 
slot towards the blueline in order to take away their movement or 
the movement of the puck towards the slot and across the ice 
-use active stick movement to cut off receiving and passing lanes 
-vary the pressure in anticipation of the point being used 

• offside point area: (playing the point-man away from the puck-side) 
-slough off the offensive player in order to assume a position in the 
slot area and thereby concentrate the defensive zone coverage 
-maintain awareness of your point-man by checking your shoulder 
and using the "head on a swivel" technique 
-when required, close on the point men and play them as an onside 
point 

Defending Against Special Offensive Tactics 

1. Defending Against Drive Skating 
Some suggestions for defending against drive skating are: 

• outside drive: 
-maintain tight gap control and inside positioning aligned with the 
face-off dots to ensure that the drive skater is even with the def- 
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• when the attacker crosses high in the defensive zone or in the neutral 
zone and is not an immediate shooting threat, then a switch may be used 
with the defender's partner 

• when the attacker crosses low in the defensive zone and is a threat to 
shoot, the defender should stay on the player and suppress the attack, 
jamming the attacker's stick to prevent any shot 

4. Defending Against a Carry Behind the Net Move 
Many of today's more skilled players use the back of the net to set up plays: 
some suggestions for defending against this situation are: 

• maintain tight gap control and defensive side positioning as per drive 
skating 

• if within a "1/2 shaft" distance, then go with the attacking player to 
execute a pin 

• if with more speed than the attacker, then go with the attacker to execute 
a pin 

• if not within a "1/2 shaft" distance, then cut up in front of the goal to con-
tain the attacker and play 1 vs 1 behind the net 

5. Defending Against a Pick, Drop and Trailer Pass 
With the frequent number of picks, drop passes and trailer passes being made 
it is important to defend against the play by: 

• anticipating the situation if possible by looking through the attack 
• fighting through the screen or pick to jam stick of intended shooter, or 

attempt to make the most appropriate play depending upon the situation 
• defender may have to play the space between the pick and second 

attacker until one attacker can be turned over to partner or goaltender 

6. Defending Against Two Crossing Attackers 
A good cross is going to be right "on the nose" of the defender so it forces the 
defender to make a choice between the two attackers. Some suggestions for 
defending against this situation are: 

• if in open-ice and above the top of the face-off circles in the defensive 
zone, then gain depth quickly to maintain the potential to play either 
player from as much of the mid-ice corridor as is possible 

• if inside the blueline area and at or below the top of the face-off circles, 
then a decision must be made as to which player will be least dangerous; 
that player will become the responsibility of the goaltender; usually the 
defender favours taking the attacker threatening the mid-ice corridor 

• the closer to the goal that the cross occurs, then generally the rule is to 
. take the puck carrier unless the attacker cannot be a threat as a shooter . 	• 

7. Defending Against a Stretch or Decoy Attacker 
The decoy attacker is the offensive player who skates very aggressively in the 
neutral zone, and may even go off-side at the offensive blueline in his/her effort 
to drive the defence back into their own zone. Defending against this situation 
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calls for the following guidelines: 
• the defender should be on the defensive side and respect the attackers 

speed and ability to contribute to the attack 
• if an attacker cannot become involved with the play, then close the gap 

to the play 
• keep "head on a swivel" to locate any players behind, and if appropriate, 

let partner know about the stretch player's position behind in his/her area 
• only one defender plays the stretch attacker; the other defender 

should play up to close the gap to the main area of the attack 

Blocking Shots 

A player's willingness to use this skill reflects the coach's philosophy quite 
closely. There are occasions when shot blocking may be used successfully. The 
element of surprise and desperation can prove successful when timed well. 

Generally, defenders should stay on their feet in readiness for the next defensive 
play or for transition to offence. For the most part, every defender should ensure 
that the goalkeeper sees all shots. 

Some key points of technique are: 
• anticipate the shot as timing of the block is critical; work hard, but work 

smart; choose the moment when the offensive player really doesn't have 
any alternative but to shoot 

• if possible, go in the same direction as the shot is being executed 
• whenever possible, execute the block by leading with stacked legs into 

the shot 
• use the upper body and stick to prevent being beaten by a fake shot deke 
• the shot blocker must ensure that the puck does not get past him/her 
• the defender may use a single knee drop technique and directly face the 

shooter in a compact body position 

Forecheckinq 

Some teaching points to use in helping your players with this skill are: 
• checking technique as per closing in on an attacker, plus an additional 

comment that the individual tactic - whether pressure or contain - should 
fit within the team's tactics in offensive and neutral zones; the "1/2 
shaft" rule for pursuit behind the net also applies to forechecking 

• generally, an inside-out direction will be employed for forechecking in 
the offensive and neutral zones 

• forechecking against a regroup: 
-pressure if the regroup is just starting or if the puck carrier is not 
facing up-ice with good puck control 
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-inside-out pursuit should be used to take away defenseman - to 
defenseman cross-ice passes 
-the contain tactic may be used when good puck control is already 
established 

• forechecking using a contain tactic can employ controlled skating to pre-
vent a cross-ice pass andlor to force the puck carrier to go up the desired 
side of the ice (i.e. as part of a "neutral zone trap" play) 

• 	all defenders should "influence" the attackers by tight gap control versus 
the breakout or regroup: the puck carrier should not see any free players 
for easy passes 

Backcheckinq 

Some basic points are: 
• establish the defensive side body position by assuming a position ahead 

and to the inside of the opponent; a rule of thumb is one stick length or 
one full stride 

• be aware of the puck position to anticipate what the attacker can 
accomplish or when they will make a decisive move 

• "glue" to the attacker early and be prepared to backcheck the player to 
the goal post 

• 	use the body to screen and legally impede the opponent 
• the closer an opponent moves to the goal area, the more important it is 

to use body contact and stick contact on the attacker to prevent a pass 
reception, tip-in, rebound, shot, or goaltender screen from being made 

Response to specific backchecking situations (guidelines): 
• if opponent crosses in front of the defense, then give them to the 

defensemen and stay in lane; the backchecker may turn and face up-ice 
to get a better view of attack situation 

• if opponent cuts across the ice behind defence, stay with the attacker 
until the right time to release the player to the defence or assume an area 
in defensive zone coverage 

• if an opponent delays or slows down in the lane, close the gap and hold 
the lane from the defensive side position 

• if late in assuming a backchecking role, skate hard to complete the de-
fensive triangle and pick up any trailing attackers 

• communicate intentions to teammates, especially with the defence 
• generally avoid chasing the puck carrier in the neutral and defensive 

zones; look to pick up trailers or other attackers 
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Pinching 

Some points to stress in performing the pinch are: 
• anticipate and be early for the arrival of the puck to the offensive for-

ward on the boards 
• keep the body tight to the boards in order to take away the chip pass 

off the boards: use the stick to take away a pass to the inside of the 
offensive or neutral zones 

• if the puck gets by a pinching defender, then play the attacker and main-
thin defensive side positioning 

• play the percentage in risk-taking when deciding to pinch by ensuring 
that support is provided by the defensive partner and optimally, a 
support forward 

• "influencing" through tight gap control by all defenders will increase the 
pressure on the attackers on their breakout 

Collaborative Technique/Tactics. Coordination of Effort. Teamwork 

The primary focus for this presentation has been individual technique/ 
tactics; the ultimate defensive edge, however, is created through teamwork, 
coordination of effort and collaborative technique/tactics. 

All defensive play demands collaboration and coordination from all players 
in recurring game situations. Many collaborative technique/tactics have been 
discussed earlier in this paper. Situations that involve: more than one defender; 
rotation; interchange; transfer; switching; exchange; taking away options; 
pressuring; contain; and other circumstances involving coordination of effort all 
demand collaborative technique/tactics. 

Similarly, all successful team "system" play is based upon teamwork. 
Many coaches employ the term, "system" to indicate the overall organization they 
use in their defensive team play. I do not want to dwell on the semantics, but I 
prefer not to use the "system" terminology or a "system" for the following 
reasons: 

• The reality of modern ice hockey play is flow, dynamic movement, speed, 
frequent transitions with only episodic puck control, changing player and 
spatial relationships on ice, changing situations --- in a word, constant 
change. To successfully defend (or attack) with coordinated effort and 
teamwork, defensive play must mirror or be in synch with this reality. 
"Systems" or "system" play are normally based upon organization, 
structure, fixed or assigned roles, responsibilities and patterns of play. 
"Systems" connote some rigidity or lack of flexibility which, in my view, 
is not in synch with the reality of the game. 

• With the exception of the initial reaction from a lost face-off or an initial 
set up position for offensive zone coverage, there is rarely a "pure type" 
or "exact picture" of a "system". For example, on the forecheck (or 
neutral zone check) is it a: 1-1-3; 1-1-1-2; 1-2-2-1; 1-3-1; 1-4; 2-3; 2-14; 
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2-2-1; 3-2; or? once the action unfolds? Similarly, what happens with a 
"left wing lock"; "left-wing back"; "off-side winger lock"; "off-side 
winger back"; or "off- side winger lock the middle" system as play 
proceeds? My point here is that offensive play demands that defensive 
players act according to the dynamism of the game and that con-
figurations of an initial set up change in accordance with the demands of 
the game. 

• Players always ask "What happens when...?" or "What happens if...?" 
These questions are based on the reality of the game and imply a need to 
have flexibility, fluidity and dynamic solutions which, in my experience, 
may only be solved with a "Read and Act" solution based upon 
objectives, concepts and principles of play. Recurring game situ-
ations and spatial relationships of players (from both teams) present 
the fixed challenges or game situations to be solved. Triangulation, 
with defensive-side positioning to contest, contain or concentrate the 
defence therefore becomes the starting configuration. From there, 
defensive players are expected to solve the recurring game situations 
with high-percentage solutions based upon "Read and Act" with simple 
guidelines and automatics. 

• Modern coaching involves use of videotape, so detailed analysis leading 
to thorough preparation for opponents involves searching for ways to 
win. Fixed playing systems provide an opportunity to design tactics to 
gain advantage against an opponent "Systems" which concede space 
or time with fixed roles, responsibilities and patterns of play lend to ex-
ploitation or potential advantage to an opponent 

SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 

To conclude, if you want to create THE DEFENSIVE EDGE, then the words 
of Sun Tzu, written in his "The Art of War" some twenty-five hundred years ago 
are still relevant: 

" He will win who knows when to fight and when not to fight. 
He will win who knows how to handle both superior and inferior forces. 
He will win whose army is animated by the same spirit throughout all its 
ranks. 
He will win who, prepared himself, waits to take the enemy unprepared. 

If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of 
a hundred battles. If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory 
gained you will also suffer a defeat If you know neither the enemy nor 
yourself, you will succumb in every battle." 
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Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

:LLS AND PRACTICE IDEAS 
magic of improving performance does not he in the drill itself: performance impro\emient is 
I upon sound execution of technique and application of tactical teaching points. just doing 

not cuaranzet an outcome. We coaches mast ensure that the "why.Wherefores". 

uese and relevance of a drill are clearly established in a player's mind and that the ch:ical 
nts of technique are effectively taught and executed in a drill. Some drills and practice ideas 

improving individual defensive tactics foilow: 

adow Skating 
70.St: Quick adjustment skating 

A imitates and shadows a by q ick adjustment skating 

switch lead and 
encourage variety by 
lead skater 
can be used as a warm-
up drill also 

Iirror Drill 
arpose: Quick adjustment 
- atino 

two skaters face each 
other 

mirrors 0 
start with lateral 
movements only 
change to 4-way 
adjustment 



Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

Pressure/Contain Technique Skating, Drill 
Purpose: Practise one foot snow piow technique for gap, controi. checking_ 

• each skater moves frarwaria and stops with one foot snow plow stop to simulate approach 

and readiness to pressure :7 contain check 

• start slowly and increase to game speed burst and stops with coach command to pressure or 

contain 
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Spoke Drill 
Purpose: Readiness for approach in checking technique 

start in centre of circle and explode in a short burst to one foot snow plow stop and 

readiness position 
return to centre 
skate ''spokes" of circle 



Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

Protect the Dot Drill 
Purpose: Defensive side positioning boxing attacker ou: 

• A protects do: by agetressivelv advancing and blocking attacker away from dot 

• attemccs 	:ouch dot 

• add on drill 

( 
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Circle Drill 
Purpose: Angling/defensive side positioning 

• A uses short burst to establish checking angle (inside-out) and defensive side positioning 

0 attempts to get to goal 
A and 0 start simultaneously 

add on drill 
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Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

Open-Out Drill 
Pt.:it-pose: Practise heel-to-hee open out to boards technique 

skate from tioal area to boeline one cct snow plow stop/back-ward skate/open out to 

hoards 
_ct.n t sloes 

two skaters at a time 

Defensive Side Positioning Drill 
Purpose: Defensive side positioning 

• 0 and A skate forward towards blueline with A in tight gap 

• 0 turns and attacks A who maintains defensive side positioning and boxes 0 out 



Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

Seal Technique Drill 
PuTose: Practise scaiind tedrinique 
• LI and C.; start at saille 
• L 5e"...15 0 Out a!017 ,7 	_ 

• increase weed as technauc improves 

Pin Technique Drill 
Purpose: Practise pin technique 
• P follows C to boards and executes lasso and pin recovery 
• add on drill 



Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

Defensive Side Drill 
Practise det.ensive sIde positioning 

• rr" j ej ((Dr.": aid with short burst to establish de CeT, 	side pas Lori and check 0 

tr.2.7;2`,"OU:3 to advaacz:to 
start .:chen coach passes to 
add o: drill 

1 vs 1 Backchecking Drill 
Purpose: Practise backchecking technique 
Phase 1: 
• 0 initially takes a direct route to goal area 
• A skates inside and ahead to establish body position on the defensive side 
Phase 2: 
• 0 cuts to inside of ice, or stops, or takes direct route 
• A maintains defensive 

side body relationship 
Phases apply without and ( 
with puck being used in 
drill. 

Progressive drill: 
a. checking skating only 
b. coach attempts to pass to 

attacker 
c. coach either passes or 

shoots for rebound or tip 
d. coach passes and shoots 
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Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

I vs 1 Situation Technique Drill 
Purpose: Practise situatio7 teohnioL ut 
A = player into corner 

. 	. 
C = pirc.er  aionc the boa:- Ls 
D = pLer in open ice 

All drills start with t he coach 
passtng 	no al t-tactic u_ty 

both :layers as 
A makes up to :ght crnr, 

control. At star: of 
progression advantage is 
given to A 

E = player behind stoat/player in front of goal 
F = carry behind the goal for player in front/player behind 

Progression adds attackers and defenders to practise crosses/blocks/picks/give-and-go 
passes/cycling and so on to dye A the opportunity to practise tight gap control 
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Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

1 vs I Transition Drill 
Purrose: Prac:ise transit:or 

:\Yo. claviers race 	 J 
	C of creverti 
	

from scoring 

payer wiihout 
ensures that he she is 
cin defensive Shje 0,/ 
puck carrier 	 e 

• short duration: high 
irtensity 	(15-25 
seconds) 

• coach spots second 
puck if necessary 

Progressive drill 

• from hashmarks 
• from bluer ine 

1 Ns 1 Attack Options Drill 
Purpose: Practise defending versus attack options 
• A moves forward; passes too and skates backward to maintain tight gap control 

• 0 receives pass and accelerates to attack with drive, delay, cross or carry behind goal to 
allow A the opportunity to exert tight gap control against different attack strategies 

• ‘.1 skates in tight gap control in neutral zone and defensive zone but does make a check. 
The drill is to practise tight gap control regardless of attack strategy 

• progressive drill which 
starts with emphasis 
upon checking skating 
in tight gap and 
progresses to actually 
playing a ''live" 1 vs 1 
with checking 
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Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

ce-off circle and passes too and then -divots to backward skating to 

a: control against variety of attack tacti:s 

1 vs 1 Open Ice Checking Drill 
Purpose: Checking technique 

• A advances to pressure or contain when coach makes pass to 
0 endeavours to move towards far goal and score 
can be done both ways on ice; but alternately to give offensive player more ice area 
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Basic 1 vs I Drill for Tight Gap Control 
Purpose: Defendinc,  I vs I 

• skates in to too o f  
ni a v 1 vs 

• receive pass pass and 
attacks 1 vs 1 using a 
variety of individual 
tactics - drive, delay, 
cross, carry behind 

• add a second attacker 
and defender for 2 vs 

• drill goes both 
directions on the ice 



Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

1 vs 1 Open Ice Gap Control Drill 
Purpose: Gap control on 1 vs I 

A receives a pass from the coach and moves forward and passes too at far blueline and 
then hd:Ties :0 redline to establish tight gap control as be,she skates backward 
0 attacks 1 vs 1 
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1 vs 1 Close Gap Control Drill 
Purpose: Gap control on 1 vs 1 
• P skates to pick up puck and tight turns up ice; passes too who has moved back to 

breakout position. P then skates full speed to redline and plays 1 vs 1 coming from other 
direction 

• o spots pass back into zone for P, skates to breakout position to receive pass and attack 1 
vs 1 

• all players start on 
whistle 

• add a regroup by 
blowing whistle a 
second time 



Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

Rearoup 1 vs 1 Drill for Tiight Gap Control 
Purpose: Tight crap control 
• same ideas as basic 1 vs 1 with the addition of one or more retztups 

pressure up and play 

defenseman to 

  

	21/4-f\JW-L A tight gap control vers!Js uQ 
regroup. 0 
uses variety of attack 
tactics. Coach can 
blow whistle whenever 
to control time or 
regroups and gap 
control 
drill can go both 
directions on the ice 

• add a second attacker 
and defender for 2 vs 2 

0 ) 

 

2 vs 2/3 vs 3 Other Attacker and Defender Numbers Attack Options Drill 
Purpose: Defending against attack options 

• 0 starts drill with pass too defenseman and 2 attackers use different attack strategies. 0 
regroup and attack once or twice to give 6, opportunity to practise against different attack 
and neutral zone strategies: delay/drive/cross with drop pass/block with drop pass/pick and 

so on 
• add low defensive zone coverage 



Individual Defensive Tactics/Skills 

Read the Attack Read the Rush Drill - 
Purpose: De fensi...e reads 

coach prepares three attackers with an attack and regroup strategy to force A to continually 
read and a=mtinicate :he nature of the attack as it may change from 3 to 2 to 1 to 2 to 3 as 
the attackers regroup 
and attack 
O drill starts with three( 
attackers skating 
around and Passinc• 

••••• 	••••• 

\ 

uniii 1•20.; attack 
middle zone; or into 

; 
offensive zone, 	

I 
 

A moves up and back 	
rk as they read and react 

to the attackers 
add low defensive zone 
coverage 
drill starts on whistle 

3 vs 3 Regroup and Attack Drill 
Purpose: Defending/gap control/low zone coverage 

O Convards regroup once or twice on the whistle and attack once or twice, so that the three 
• have a number of opportunities to exert tight gap control in the neutral zone and 
defensive zone 
O try different attack strategies in the neutral zone and offensive zone 
coach prepares offensive players with different attack strategies 
add low defensive zone coverage 
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